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ABSTRACT: The NATM and Compensation Grouting Trial at Redcross Way was carried out to
demonstrate that NATM and compensation grouting could be successfully combined, and by way of its
intensive ground and structural instrumentation, enable a better understanding of the geomechanics acting
in these processes. This paper describes the scope of the Trial, the instrumentation and some of the
settlement and stress results for a NATM shaft excavation and two tunnels of diameter 5 .35 and 11.3 m.

l INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives ofthe trial

The NATM and Compensation Grouting Trial at
Redcross Way was undertaken as part of Contract
104 - London Bridge Station of the Jubilee Line
Extension Project (JLE). The practical objectives
of the Trial were to demonstrate that: .
i) tunnels and shafts could be safely excavated
using NATM, in London Clay,
ii) surface settlements could be controlled,
within predetermined limits by compensation
grouting, and
iii) the monitoring methods were appropriate to
the control of grouting, and tunnelling.

The theoretical objectives were to:
i) obtain a thorough image of the deformation
of the ground, and its interaction with the
shotcrete lining in terms of applied earth
pressures, shotcrete stresses and deformation
ii) 'observe the effects of compensation grouting,
iii) confirm that empirical estimates of surface
settlement applied to shotcrete support in clay,
and

iv) provide sufficient quality data to enable
calibration and refinement of numerical models
used to evaluate the effects on the tunnel lining
and the surrounding ground of _excavations using
NATM, both with and without compensation
grouting.

1.2 Scope of the trial

There were constraints on the location of the
trial: (a) that it must be in clay with exactly the
same properties as at Londotf' Bridge, and (b) that
any tunnels and shafts constructed should if
possible contribute to the main works. These
constraints were such that the only appropriate

site was Redcross Way. The main disadvantage
of this location from the theoretical perspective
was that the site could not be considered a ' green
field' location due to previous surface
developments and ground disturbance.
Additionally, a previous compensation grouting
trial involving compaction and soil fracture
grouting had been carried out on the site
(Kimmance et al., 1995), adjacent to the newly
proposed tunnels and shaft. However, as a
practical simulation of the site conditions to be
encountered, and in many urban environments, it
could be argued that this disturbed situation was
more representative than that of a ' green tield'.

The construction elements of the NATM
Trial, designed to satisfy the specified objectives
within the defined constraints, (shown in Figures
1 and'_2) are described below.
1) A 13 m outer diameter access shaft to be used
as the main access to the entire ILE and Northern
Line safety measures works comprising Contract
104 - London Bridge Station (LOB). This was
sunk using a diaphragm wall through the Terrace
Gravels and NATM in the London Clay. ’
2) A 11.3 m diameter NATM Backshunt tunnel
approximately 47 m in length which, after the
trial, would provide underground storage space
(and ultimately access and mucking routes for
JLE Contract 103 - Southwark Station running
tunnels). This was advanced using the half face
method (left hand side first looking from the
shaft), of sequential heading, bench and invert
excavation stages.
3) A 5.35 m diameter tunnel of length '50 _m
which, would continue for approximately 70 m as
the Northern Line access adit to start the northem
line works (running, step plate and station
tunnels). This was advanced by the full face
method with sequential heading and bench/invert
excavations.
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'Figure 1. Plan layout -of the NATM and Compensation Grouting Trial at Redcross Way
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figure 2. Section of the NATM and Compensation Grouting Trial at Redcross Way

Q INSTRUMENTATION
\

2.1 Instrumentation strategy

The instrumentation was designed to provide a 3
dimensional understanding of deformation from
the ground surface down to the soil / lining
interface, the earth pressures on this interface and
the resulting lining deformation and stresses. As
there would only be one opportunity to obtain
this information it was _necessary that, over
capacity was built into instrument types and data
logger systems to ensure that if any one type or
group of instruments or data loggers were to fail
or become damaged the objectives of the Trial
could still be achieved.

The result was a system incorporating
traditional manually read instruments
(inclinometers, magnet extensometers, and tape
extensometers), and instruments designed to be

electronically logged and processed with
intermittent manual logging as a fail safe. This
instrumentation, divided, for the sake of
description into 3 sections: i) surface and
subsurface ground instrumentation, A' ii) shaft
instrumentation, and iii) tunnel instrumentation,
is briefly described below.

2.2 Surface and subsurface instrumentation

This comprised a large number of vertically
orientated, vibrating wire type rod extensometers
and piezometers combined with traditional
magnet extensometers, inclinometers and
precisely levelled near surface Borros anchors
(see Figure 3). Electrolevels were placed along
trenches at the surface and in inclinometer
casings, orientated horizontally above both
tunnels.
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Figure 3._ Surface and subsurface instrumentation

The purpose and reasons for selection- of the
various instruments are described below.
Magnet extensometers and inclinomerers:
providing vertical and horizontal displacements
around the shaft, and across selected sections of
the 5.35 and 11.3 m tunnels. These were not
suitable for placement in the compensation
grouting zone due to the possibility of grout
innundation, and relatively slow rate of data
acquisition.
Borros anchors and levelling: providing a closely
spaced line of precise levels at the surface of the
sands and gravel beneath the brick till rubble (seeFigure 4)
Rod extensometers: providing vertical

arrays to monitor ground movements and pore pressure

point. This enabled the rod extensometer sensors
and electrolevels to be placed in trenches under a
protective concrete slab solving the problem of
access and trafticability on the site. `
Electrolevels: were used to provide levels across
the site as described above, but were also used in
inclinometer tubes placed from the main access
shaft horizontally above the centre lines of the
5.35 m excavation (length 50 m,- at levels 91, 87
and 83 m) and 11.3 m excavation (length 25 m,
at level_s 91 and 85.5 m).

displacement information around the 11.3 m Bonos Points Cefme Ground
excavation and compensation grouting zone at l Lme Level _to 5 different levels (depending on the number of _
anchors used). These instruments were used in _ __   __ __ __   __   ____ ,_   _.§‘ii___
the zone of compensation grouting as their design __ Sandprovided little potential of grout inundation. and
The sensors at the head of the instruments were l Gravel

of the vibrating wire type' enabling remote  `”` '°"  "" " " "'""~="'°'
logging at frequencies of 15 minutes (dependent B0ff°SA11°h°fS LOHQOH
on numbers per data logger). This enabled rapid MagnetAnchors~ Clayevents across all the anchors to be obtained ' 1
simultaneously, and linked to in tunnel
instruments using the same logging process. ,lf

Deep anchors were used to provide datums -11_3miTum,e1 Magnet Extensometers
(see Figure 5) from which; the levels of sensor
heads of other rod extensometers could be
adjusted for surface settlements. This was
achieved by linking the tops of each sensor to a
string of electrolevels, in turn linked to the datum

Woolwich and Reading Beds

Figure 4: A cross section of manual instruments



2.3 Shaft instrumentation

Instrumentation and monitoring specific to the
shaft included levelling points on the surface
collar, required to check performance during
undermining the diaphragm wall with NATM and
update the datums of the horizontal /electrolevel
strings. Earth pressure acting radially on the
shaft' wall, shotcrete hoop stresses and
deformations were also monitored. Deformations
were monitored using a chord system mounted on
the shaft sidewalls enabling continuous
monitoring while using the shaft for access.

_ Cifme Groundwe Level
__ L  .___  ___, __ .__E§11__° in A Sand__ __ and

__ _... . ..._. ._ ..._.. _... _ . ....-  --Gravel

l \ / \\\f /
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Figure 5. A cross section - showing rod
extensometers, including deep anchors.

2. 4 Tunnel instrumentation

This instrumentation was -intended to observe the
interaction_between the ground and tunnel lining
and comprised (as shown for a 11.3 m tunnel in
Figure 6):
`i) rod extensometers from the lining into the
surrounding ground
ii) radial earth pressure and tangential shotcrete
pressure cells and strain gauges (see Figure 7)
iii) tape extensometer points with light emitting
diodes attached (for optical surveying by
theodolite) to determine deformations.

All these instruments except the deformation
measurement used vibrating wire sensors,
enablin.g rapid remote logging.

Strain gauges were used instead of a second
shotcrete stress cell as is common. This was
intended to reduce disturbance to the stress field
around the installed cell. It was not intended to
use this to determine stresses or actual
displacements, buts' to indicate if any unusual
stress changes indicated by the cells were
consistent.

2.5 Data logging

The extensive use of vibrating wire instruments
apart from having the advantages of durability,
lack of sensitivity to electromagnetic fields- and
the ability to be reconnected without 're
calibration upon severance of cables, also meant
that automated remote data logging was possible.
Campbell CR 10 data loggers were used for this
purpose. One CR10 data logger was dedicated to
each in tunnel instrument array (8 in total), the
shaft instruments, the electrolevel surface strings,
and the surface rod extensometers. Manual
logging was undertaken at regular intervals on all
the-tunnel and shaft instruments as a check on
automatically logged results, and as at data
backup.
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3 TRIAL SEQUENCE AND PROGRESS

3.1 Sequence

The NATM and compensation grouting trial was
split into 4 main stages.
1) A laboratory and field trial of grout types to
ascertain the pumpability, field performance and
interaction within the ground when injected.
These are not discussed here other than, the grout
mix adopted from these initial studies had a water
/ cement (OPC) _ ratio of 1% and 5 % bentonite
mix.

2) The excavation of -the shaft using diaphragm
walling techniques.
3) The continued excavation of the shaft to full
depth, building tunnel breakout eyelet's during
the descent.
4) The excavation of the 5 .35 m NATM adit
tunnel for its full length, and excavation from the
other side of the shaft of the 11.3 m diameter
tunnel for the first 28 m.
5) The excavation of the 11.3 m _tunnel was to
cease for' a period to enable settlements to
develop more fully, before progression into the
dynamic compensation grouting stage as the
remainder of the 11.3 m tunnel was advanced.
the objective of the grouting at this stage was to
reduce the previously observed settlements by
approximately 80%. '

3.2 Progress

Progress through the major stages of the works
were:
Shaft Dia. wall start 15/11/93

Dia wall finish 10/ 12/93
Excavate start 21/01/94
Excavate finish 2/02/94
NATM start 10/02/94
NATM finish 16/04/94

5.35 m NATM start 24/04/94
_ NATM finish 13/06/95

11.3 m NATM start (LHS) 27/04/94
finish (LHS) 25/05/94
start (RHS) 25/05/94
finish (RHS) 10/06/94

ll.3m compensation grouting stage
re start (LHS)_ 06/07/94
finish (LHS) 01/08/94
re start (RHS) 18/07/94
finish (RHS) 12/08/94.

4 SUMMARY OF MONITORING RESULTS

By the end of the trial perioch' shown the acquired
data occupied almost 1 Giga bytes of computer
storage. It is therefore only possible to give a
summary of a small selection of results.

These are presented for the main construction
stages below.

4.1 Shaft monitoring

Shaft excavation only
Maximum tangential shotcrete stress: 4.3 MPa
Average radial earth pressure: 0.1 MPa
Equivalent _overburden acting 25 %
Surface settlement / lm from shaft 21 mm

After 5. 35 and 11.3 m tunnel breakouts
Maximum tangential shotcrete stress: 6.5 MPa
Average radial earth pressure: 0.1 MPa
Equivalent overburden acting 25 %
Surface settlement / lm from shaft 30 mm

The settlements after tunnel breakout
probably reflect the effect of the 5 .35 m tunnel
only, due to shielding by the shaft of the 11.3 m
excavation.
The surface settlements for the shaft at radial
distances (before tunnelling commenced) are
shown in Figure 8
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Figure 8. Settlements at distances from the 13 m
diameter access shaft.

4.2 The 5. 35 m diameter tunnel

Maximum settlements (surface): 11 mm
(91 m): 12 mm
(83 m): 19 mm

Maximum tangential shotcrete stress: 4.3 MPa
Average radial earth pressure: 0.18 MPa
Equivalent overburden acting: 31 %

4.3 The 11.3 m diameter tunnel

Tunnel only (no compensation grouting):
Maximum settlements (surface): 26 mm

LHS drift 25/05/94 (91 m)*: 16 mm
LHS: drift 25/05/94 (85.5 m)*: 19 mm
Ch 28 m 10/06/94 (91 m)*: 28 mm
Ch 28 m 10/06/94 (85.5 m)*: 34 mm

Maximum tangential shotcrete stress: 5.9 MPa
Average radial earth pressure: 0.16 MPa



Equivalent overburden acting: 35 %
(note: *- horizontal inclinometer readings from
over the centre line of the 11.3 m excavation)

VWth compensation grouting:
Maximum settlements (surface): 7 mm

`BX'23( 92 m) 29/07/94*: + 6 mm
BX 23( 84 m) 29/07/94*: 51 mm

Average tangential shotcrete stress#: 6.9 MPa
Average radial earth pressure#: 0.39 MPa
Equivalent overburden acting: 68 %
(note: _*-rod extensometer above and belowthe
compensation grouting horizon - that above
showing heave).
(note: #-values from chainage 28 m, providing
higher results were discounted due to specific
construction details, and increased stresses due to
the l month stoppage for monitoring).

4.4 Surface contours

The development of settlement above the 11.3 m
tunnel for the non compensated LHS drift,
followed by the RHS drift up to Ch 28 m can
clearly be seen in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9. Settlement contours for the LHS drift.
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Figure 10. Settlement contours for both drifts at
Ch 28m.
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Figure ll. Settlement contours for the completed
tunnel with compensation grouting.

The success of compensation grouting in limiting
settlements over the second half of the excavation
is clearly shown by Figure ll. This clearly
shows a steep incline, in decreased settlement
over the\.last third of the tunnel.

5 DISCUSSION

The NATM and Compensation Grouting Trial
met its objectives, by providing a successful
practical demonstration of the NATM process
with and without compensation grouting in
London Clay. The results from the
instrumentation have been fundamental in
calibrating and developing numerical models
(Kovacevic et al, 1996) enabling their better
application to the main Jubilee Line Project
works.
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